
What should be on a Demo Reel? 

What shouldn’t? 

DEMO REEL SPECS 



Everyone’s demo reels are different and they are meant to 

represent the artist in the best light possible. 

 Demo reels in general should be 

between 2 to 3 minutes in length 

and definitely no longer than 4 

minutes.  The work that is on the 

reel should start with the best 

and most current 

 In this day and age DVDs and VHS 

tapes being sent through the mail 

are no longer the norm. Mailing 

anything to a company just takes to 

long and by the time the demo reel 

would be looked at the position you 

were interested in could very well 

have been filled already.  Because 

of that having your demo reel on 

the internet and easily playable is 

the only way to go now. 



Company Suggestions 

 Many companies strongly suggest not having montage reels, where the different projects are cut 

up and wove back together. Many hiring departments cannot tell what is going when this method 

is used. 

 Also the least important thing on your reel is the music, most studios may turn the sound off 

completely. It is import to visually let them know if the sound is important to view a Lip-Sync. 

Even though it isn’t as important never use music that could possibly offend or put off the 

potential employer. 

 Another suggestion would be to have Title Cards either before every piece on the reel or as a 

lower third graphic. If this information is not included within the reel then a breakdown is also 

needed.  In a breakdown you should state exactly what you did on each piece on the reel. Place 

them in the same order that they appear on the reel.  

 Make sure that your contact information is also readily available. This can be a Contact Info Card 

in the reel, or when housed on a website a contact page at least. 



Ideas for Demo Reel Content by Skill Type 
CHARACTER ANIMATOR 

VIDEO CONTENT EXTRA PORTFOLIO CONTENT 

 Movement Cycles (Walking, 
Running, Skipping, Etc.) 

 Looped actions (Bat swing, Punch 
Combinations, Idle, Etc.) 

 Acting exercise w/ emotion 
(Monologue) 

 Face focused Lip-syncs 
(Monologue) 

 Multiple characters interacting 
(Recreate a scene from a movie) 

 Life Drawings (People, Animals, 

Etc.) 

 Motion Studies (Gesture 

Drawings, Sketches) 



Ideas for Demo Reel Content by Skill Type 
CHARACTER MODELER 

VIDEO CONTENT EXTRA PORTFOLIO CONTENT 

 Humanoid Model Turnarounds 

(Based on found concept art) 

 Creature Model Turnarounds 

(Based on found concept art) 

 Photoreal Sculptures (Celebrity, 

Real Animal, Etc.) 

 Realistic Animal Model (Based on 

photo research) 

 Texture & Shader Design 

(Recreate real world textures) 

 Character Design (Digital / 

Traditional drawings) 

 Creature Design (Digital / 

Traditional drawings) 

 Graphic Design (Logos, Graphics, 

Color Studies, Etc.) 



Ideas for Demo Reel Content by Skill Type 
CHARACTER SETUP ARTIST 

VIDEO CONTENT EXTRA PORTFOLIO CONTENT 

 Biped Humanoid Rigs (Unique 

usecase, automated functions) 

 Biped Creature Rigs (Unique 

usecase, automated functions) 

 Quadruped Creature Rigs (Unique 

usecase, automated functions) 

 Mechanical Rigs (Cars, 

Equipment, Transformer, Etc.) 

 Dynamic Rigs (Fluid Character, 

Particle Control, Hair Control) 

 Coding & Scripts (API, Tools, Mel, 

Python, Etc.) 

 Character Design (Digital / 

Traditional drawings) 

 Creature Design (Digital / 

Traditional drawings) 



Ideas for Demo Reel Content by Skill Type 
ENVIRONMENT MODELER 

VIDEO CONTENT EXTRA PORTFOLIO CONTENT 

 Realistic Environment Flythrough 

(Based on found Concept Art) 

 Stylized Environment Flythrough 

(Based on found Concept Art) 

 Prop Models Set (Real World 

based, Concept Art based) 

 Weapon Models (Real World 

based, Concept Art based) 

 Texture & Shader Design 

(Recreate real world textures) 

 Conceptual Paintings 

(Environment / landscape 

painting) 

 Weapon Designs (Digital / 

Traditional drawings) 

 Vehicle Designs (Digital / 

Traditional drawings) 



Ideas for Demo Reel Content by Skill Type 
COMPOSITOR 

VIDEO CONTENT EXTRA PORTFOLIO CONTENT 

 Rotoscoped Footage Shots 

(Found or Filmed footage) 

 Green Screen Shots (Found or 

Filmed footage) 

 Digital Double or Elements (Add 

to existing footage) 

 Matte Paintings (Real World 

based, Concept Art based) 

 Color Correction (Found or Filmed 

footage) 

 Conceptual Paintings (Digital or 

Traditional painting) 

 Environment Paintings (Digital or 

Traditional painting) 


